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Abstract

We demonstrate a ball-lens based optical interface for coupling between a single mode fiber and a silicon grating coupler from the
back side of a photonic integrated circuit (PIC). This allows compact packaging solutions and keeps the PIC top side accessible,
e.g. for interacting with the environment in case of sensing applications. Different configurations employing 300 µm diameter ball
lenses made of both LASF-35 glass and sapphire were investigated. Without any modifications to the grating coupler, the peak
coupling efficiency (for TE polarization and operating wavelength around 1550 nm) was experimentally found to be only between
1.4 dB and 2.2 dB lower when interfacing with a ball lens from the back side compared to coupling from the top side using a
cleaved fiber. Furthermore, no noticeable change in the bandwidth was found. The potential of the ball lens interface was proven
by realizing a compact (diameter less than 1.5 mm) optical temperature sensor probe based on a phased shifted silicon photonic
Bragg grating structure on a PIC. The probe consisted of a single mode fiber which was terminated with a 1.25 mm ceramic ferrule
onto which a ball lens holder and a PIC was glued. The holder was realized in fused silica glass with a femtosecond laser direct-
write technology and served to accurately position the ball lens with respect to the fiber and PIC. The assembly allowed to cleanly
read out the Bragg grating spectrum in reflection, using a single fiber interface and was compatible with commercial interrogator
systems. A Bragg wavelength shift of 73 pm/°C was found in a tested temperature range between 15°C and 60°C.
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1. Introduction

Silicon photonics is rapidly gaining interest, not only for dat-
acom and telecommunication applications [1, 2], but also for
sensing [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. One of the clear advantages of this tech-
nology is that optical circuits can densely be integrated on such
a Photonic Integrated Circuit (PIC). However, since PICs typi-
cally rely on sub-micrometer-sized waveguides, the packaging
process (e.g. attaching fibers or light sources and detectors)
is not only challenging, but also one of the most costly pro-
cesses required to realize a photonic product. A common prac-
tice in packaging is to precisely align and glue a fiber (array)
on the PIC top surface as a way to interface upwards emitting
grating couplers [8]. In case edge couplers are implemented,
the fiber array can be mounted at the chip edge thereby keep-
ing the PIC surface accessible [9]. As an alternative to direct
fiber attachment, intermediate micro-optical components have
been used, e.g. microlens arrays mounted on top of the grating
couplers as an interface between the fiber and PIC [10], micro-
optical benches employing 2 ball lenses for hybrid integration
of a laser onto a PIC [11], or in situ printed free-form coupling
elements [12]. The disadvantage of the above-mentioned ap-
proaches in which the PIC is interfaced from the top side is
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that part of the surface is blocked, which especially for sens-
ing applications may be an issue since it hinders the interac-
tion between sensor structures on the PIC and the environment.
The opportunity of using intermediate micro-optics is that the
working distance can be increased, so that grating couplers on
the PIC can be interfaced through the substrate from the back
side, thereby keeping the top surface free for sensing. We have
previously reported on a technique to interface a PIC with a sin-
gle mode fiber from the back side using integrated microlenses
[13, 14]. This approach is particularly advantageous when in-
terfacing an array of grating couplers but requires lithographic
definition and etching of microlenses on the back side of the
PIC which is a significant post-processing effort that can most
reliably be performed at wafer-level. An alternative solution
for back side coupling which does not require post-processing
(apart from a back side polishing step and the application of
an anti-reflection coating) is using a ball lens [15]. Although
a typical ball lens has a larger size (300 µm in the current pa-
per) than a microlens and may therefore be less ideal for in-
terfacing densely spaced grating coupler arrays, the approach
is a low-complexity solution in case of single grating coupler
interfacing. Furthermore, since this approach does not require
lithographic post-processing, it could be a potentially very in-
teresting solution for small-volume production or for prototyp-
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ing using multi-project wafer PICs, which are received as small,
diced pieces rather than in full wafers. Compared to previous
work [15], we report on a ball lens solution for back side cou-
pling to a PIC in which the single mode fiber can be mounted
perpendicularly to the surface which allows a low-complexity
and compact packaging solution. Additionally, we perform a
detailed study of the coupling performance and compare 2 ball
lens configurations and ball lens materials. We also demon-
strate the concept by realizing a packaged silicon photonics sen-
sor probe. As sensing element, a PIC with a Bragg grating is
chosen since it is a proven sensor concept and this structure can
be read out in reflection, thereby requiring only a single grating
coupler. Bragg grating sensor elements in optical fibers [16]
are widely commercially available and are commonly used for
reliable strain and temperature sensing. Alternatively, Bragg
gratings implemented in a silicon waveguide on a PIC have
been reported for biochemical sensing [17, 18, 19] and tempera-
ture sensing [20]. The advantage of PIC-based over fiber-based
Bragg grating sensors is that they can be much shorter and can
achieve higher sensitivity, e.g. for temperature [20]. Further-
more, because of the wafer-scale fabrication process, PICs can
potentially be produced at very low cost and owing to advanced
patterning capabilities and the availability of a whole range of
sensor materials, there is a large parameter space for optimiz-
ing the sensor towards a specific application. On the other hand,
PIC-based Bragg grating sensors typically have a wider spectral
bandwidth, which limits the accuracy in determining the Bragg
wavelength. Furthermore, PIC-based Bragg grating sensors re-
quire a fiber connection, which makes their packaging and in-
terconnection more complex. Herein, we implement the back
side ball lens coupling approach for reading out Bragg grat-
ing sensor signals and we demonstrate a very compact eventual
sensor probe with a diameter less than 1.5 mm. Furthermore,
this type of optical sensor is plug-in compatible with commer-
cially available interrogators currently used for reading out fiber
Bragg grating sensors. As an example, a Bragg-grating based
temperature sensor probe is realized, but the concept can be ex-
tended to other types of sensors e.g. measuring refractive index
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the ball lens coupling concept which allows
interfacing a grating coupler from the back side of the PIC. The ball lens holder
is not shown on this sketch for clarity. The PIC used for the demonstrator
measures 1 mm x 1 mm x 0.73 mm while the ball lens measures 300 µm in
diameter.

2. Design and Methods

2.1. Overall concept

The overall concept of the optical interface is to use a ball
lens to focus the diverging beam emitted by the fiber onto the
grating coupler. This allows efficiently bridging the distance
between the fiber and grating coupler and thus allows interfac-
ing the PIC from the back side, as schematically illustrated in
Figure 1. By laterally shifting the ball lens with respect to the
central axis of the fiber, the beam will deflect and be incident on
the grating coupler at the desired angle while the fiber itself re-
mains perpendicular to the PIC surface thereby facilitating the
packaging process.
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Figure 2: Cross-sectional view on the coupling configuration showing a
schematic illustration of the ball lens designs as optimized in Zemax Optic-
Studio: (a) in-line configuration and (b) shifted ball lens configuration. The
diameter of the ball lens was 300 µm, the refractive index of the glue was 1.54
(at λ = 1550 nm) and the design parameters are tabulated in Table 1 for both
sapphire and LASF-35 lenses

2.2. Design of the sensor optical interface

The ball lens optical interface design is based on a lens sys-
tem in which the light focused by the ball lens forms a spot on
the grating coupler having the same mode field diameter (MFD)
as emitted by the fiber, assuming the grating coupler is opti-
mized for such MFD.

Since a single ball lens is used, the design is rather straight-
forward and consists of placing the ball lens at the correct po-
sition with respect to the fiber facet and grating coupler. Here,
a standard 300 µm diameter ball lens was chosen to achieve
a compact package. Even smaller ball lenses are less com-
mon and therefore difficult to obtain. In this paper, two dif-
ferent types of ball lens materials are explored, i.e. sapphire
and LASF-35 glass (obtained from Sandoz, Switzerland). For
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Table 1: Design parameters of the ball lens configurations as defined in Figure 2
Sapphire ball lens LASF-35 ball lens
in-line shifted in-line shifted

Glue thickness (t) [µm] 333 287 226 198
Working distance (WD) [µm] 123 75 22 5

Lateral lens displacement (d) [µm] 0 40 0 32.5
AR coating no no yes yes

Simulated coupling efficiency [dB] -0.54 -1.14 -0.29 -0.35

initial experimental validation of the concept, commonly avail-
able 300 µm sapphire ball lenses were used. However, sapphire
is birefringent, which makes it a less ideal material choice in
combination with polarization selective grating couplers on the
PIC. Therefore, also ball lens interfaces with the LASF-35 high
refractive index glass (n = 1.975 at λ = 1529.6 nm) were im-
plemented. The sapphire ball lenses used in this work were
uncoated, while the LASF-35 ball lenses had an anti-reflection
coating against air.

Zemax OpticStudio was used to optimize the design param-
eters at a design wavelength of 1550 nm. Cross-sections of
the 2 coupling configurations that were investigated are shown
in Figure 2: (a) a ball lens in-line, or centered on the axis of
the optical fiber and (b) a ball lens laterally shifted with re-
spect to the fiber. In the in-line configuration, the 10.4 µm spot
emitted by the single mode fiber is replicated at a certain posi-
tion in front of the lens. This allows bridging the 725 µm PIC
substrate thickness, however, the fiber with ball lens should be
tilted with respect to the PIC surface to obey the required grat-
ing coupler angle, thereby complicating the packaging process.
In the shifted-lens configuration, the ball lens is laterally dis-
placed from the fiber axis, thereby additionally deflecting the
beam at the required angle. This allows attaching the fiber-
ball-lens assembly perpendicularly to the PIC surface. A ray-
based model is shown in Figure 2 for illustrative purpose, how-
ever, the optimization itself was performed using the “Physical
Optics Propagation” module based on Gaussian beam propaga-
tion. Here, the design was optimized to operate around 1550 nm
wavelength and for a grating coupling angle of 12.5°, but can
easily be modified to operate at slightly different conditions.
Although grating couplers operating at the default 10° coupling
angle were targeted, we measured that the fabricated grating
coupler spectra were not centered near 1555 nm (as desired) at
this coupling angle, but rather around longer wavelengths due
to PIC fabrication inaccuracies. Therefore, a larger coupling
angle was used throughout the paper to compensate for this,
resulting in a grating coupler spectrum around 1555 nm as tar-
geted. Because of the limited amount of design parameters,
the optimization was performed using a manual iterative pro-
cess. The design parameters after optimization are summarized
in Table 1 for configurations (a) and (b) and for both types of
ball lenses investigated. Taking into account the future pack-
aging process, the design assumes a glue (with refractive index
1.54 at λ = 1550 nm) between the fiber end face and ball lens,
and air between the ball lens and PIC back side. The simulated
coupling efficiencies, listed in Table 1, are obtained by calculat-

ing the overlap integral (using OpticStudio) between the prop-
agated beam and an ideal Gaussian mode profile, and therefore
only takes into account the lens system, not the efficiency of the
specific grating coupler used. It can be seen that the coupling
efficiencies for the shifted configurations are lower, which is
due to increased impact of spherical aberration for this off-axis
behavior causing a phase mismatch and a non-Gaussian inten-
sity profile. Likewise, aberrations are higher for the sapphire
compared to the LASF-35 ball lens system.

2.3. Coupling performance of the ball lens interface

To assess the coupling performance towards a grating coupler
on a PIC, test structures were used consisting of short sections
(0.5 mm) of straight 450 nm wide, 220 nm thick Si strip waveg-
uides having a TE grating coupler (nominal design: 625 nm
pitch, 50% duty cycle, 70 nm etch depth) on each side, fabri-
cated in the imec Passives+ technology (ISIPP50G) using the
multi-project wafer (MPW) service. The Si waveguides and
grating couplers were fully covered with oxide over-cladding.
The waveguide section also included a Bragg grating sensor,
as discussed below. A 12.5° coupling angle was used for all
measurements discussed in this publication (unless otherwise
mentioned), as already explained above. To allow interfacing,
the otherwise rough PIC back side was polished and a single
layer anti-reflection coating (silicon nitride, thickness 200 nm)
was deposited to improve coupling efficiency by 1.5 dB, as pre-
viously experimentally verified (at 1310 nm wavelength) [21].

As a reference, the total insertion loss between input fiber,
over waveguide, to output fiber (both fibers interfacing the PIC
from the top side) was recorded. For obtaining ball lens cou-
pling efficiencies, the bare fiber at the input grating coupler was
replaced by a ball lens interface, aligned below the grating cou-
pler at the back side of the PIC. The ball lens interfaces em-
ployed for this experiment were realized by aligning and gluing
sapphire and LASF-35 ball lenses directly above a single mode
fiber mounted in a ferrule according to the in-line and shifted
design configuration (cfr. Figure 2 and Table 1). The input ref-
erence fiber or fiber with glued ball lens was connected, over
a 3-paddle polarization controller, to a superluminescent diode
(SLED) with a 65 nm 3 dB bandwidth centered around 1550 nm
(Exalos EXS1510-1110) and the receiving fiber was connected
to an optical spectrum analyser (OSA, Agilent 86142B). Sev-
eral ball lens configurations were compared, i.e. the in-line
configuration (sapphire ball lens) and the shifted configuration
(sapphire and LASF-35).
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Figure 3: Simulated reflection spectrum of the phase shifted Bragg grating sen-
sors (pitch Λ = 326 nm). The inset illustrates the layout (top view) of the
designed component at the phase shifting region in the center. The widths of
the different sections are indicated while the thickness is constant (220 nm).

2.4. Bragg grating sensor design

For demonstration purpose, Bragg gratings were selected as
precise sensor elements, because they can be read out in re-
flection, which requires only 1 optical fiber and therefore al-
lows realizing a very compact packaged sensor probe. In ad-
dition, Bragg grating sensors can be multiplexed in the spec-
tral domain, meaning that multiple sensors can be read out us-
ing the same fiber. A Bragg grating shows a peak in the re-
flection spectrum which is centered around the Bragg wave-
length λB, defined as λB = 2Λne f f , with Λ being the grating
pitch and ne f f the effective refractive index in the grating sec-
tion [16]. Bragg gratings were realized by implementing side
wall corrugations to the silicon waveguides. Because of the
large coupling coefficient of such gratings, their bandwidth is
relatively wide. However, narrow bandwidths are preferred to
allow accurate peak tracking in the spectral domain. There-
fore, a phase-shifted Bragg grating was designed, i.e. a Bragg
grating in which a π-phase shift is introduced between 2 iden-
tical Bragg grating sections. The reflection spectrum of such a
component theoretically shows a narrow Lorentzian-shaped dip
(with a much smaller bandwidth), in the center of the grating
reflection spectrum. The Bragg grating design was optimized
based on propagation simulations employing the EigenMode
Expansion (EME) module of Mode Solutions (Ansys Lumeri-
cal), obtaining the reflection spectra of these components vary-
ing several design parameters (pitchΛ, corrugation width, num-
ber of periods). The designed component is composed of an
intermediate region with two Bragg gratings on each side. This
intermediate region acts as a defect between the two Bragg grat-
ings and has a length equal to the grating pitch and nominal
width of 450 nm (i.e. the waveguide width), forming a Fabry-
Perot cavity with mirrors formed by the gratings on each side.
This π-phase shift results in a resonance dip within the pass-
band of the reflection spectrum. After optimization, the Bragg

grating design parameters were fixed, i.e. a sidewall corruga-
tion width of 20 nm on a nominal waveguide width of 450 nm,
and a length of 200 periods. More details on the sensor design
can be found in [22]. The sidewall corrugated sections were
found to support a fundamental TE polarisation mode with ef-
fective refractive index values of 2.3271 and 2.3699, for waveg-
uide section widths of 440 nm and 460 nm, respectively. The
simulated reflection spectrum for the design with grating pitch
326 nm is shown in Figure 3, together with a schematic rep-
resentation of the component layout. The difference between
peak grating reflectivity and the reflectivity of the first side lobe
was calculated to be 7.9 dB. The envelope 3-dB bandwidth (ig-
noring resonance dip) was calculated to be 11.6 nm. Since the
Bragg wavelength λB is very sensitive to changes in ne f f , which
in turn is very sensitive to changes in the refractive index and
thickness of the silicon waveguide, sensors with grating pitches
324 nm and 328 nm were also implemented, to ensure having
test structures in the suitable spectral range. Those variations
yield nearly identical reflection spectra, but 5.2 nm blue-shifted
or red-shifted in Bragg wavelength respectively. The simulated
shift in Bragg wavelength as a function of temperature was pre-
viously reported to be 70 pm/° C [22] for the adopted technol-
ogy.

After receiving the fabricated PIC according to the de-
sign, the Bragg grating reflection spectra were experimentally
recorded by interfacing a single grating coupler on the test
structures in reflection with a ball lens from the PIC back
side. Therefore, a polarization independent circulator (Thor-
labs 6015-3-APC) was added to the setup. The SLED with
polarization controller was connected to port 1, the ball lens
interface to port 2, and the optical spectrum analyser to port
3 of the circulator. As a comparison, reflection spectra were
also recorded from the top side using a bare fiber instead of the
ball lens. In that case, an index matching liquid (Cargille liq-
uid with a refractive index 1.45 at λ = 1550 nm and T = 25°C)
was dispensed between the cleaved fiber tip and the top side of
the PIC to avoid parasitic reflections at the two silica-air inter-
faces and in that case the applied coupling angle was reduced to
12.5°/1.45 = 8.6°. The circulator insertion loss was taken into
account in the calculation of the reflectivity spectra.

2.5. Realization of a precision ball lens holder
After the validation experiments, a robust optical interface

was realized which involved fabricating a suitable holder in
which a commercial ball lens can be mounted and precisely
aligned with respect to both the interfacing fiber and the PIC.
Here, we propose a conically-shaped cavity as ball lens holder,
drastically improving the ball lens positioning accuracy com-
pared to a laser-ablated through-via realized in previous work
[15]. By controlling the slope and dimensions of the conical
cavity, the ball lens can be positioned at the desired x, y and z
coordinates as dictated by the design.

For fabricating this 3D holder with micrometer resolution,
the FLICE (Femtosecond-Laser Irradiation followed by Chem-
ical Etching) technology was adopted. This technology relies
on irradiating fused silica glass with a tightly focused fs-laser
spot which is scanned in the bulk of the glass according to a
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3D CAD drawing. As a result, the etch rate (in KOH etchant)
of the irradiated zones increases drastically compared to the
non-exposed glass. This is an established technique which has
previously been applied e.g. for the fabrication of optofluidics
[23], optical switches [24], V-grooves for fiber alignment [25],
and optical resonators [26]. For the current work, the FLICE
technology was further optimized specifically for achieving a
conical holder with a 45° slope angle. By optimizing the posi-
tion of the cone in the depth (z-direction), the desired distance
between the ball lens and fiber was achieved. Note that below
the conical holder, in the area between the ball lens and optical
fiber, a cylindrical cavity (diameter approximately 150 µm) was
implemented which will be filled with a glue according to the
design. This ensures a single and uniform interface between the
fiber end face and ball lens.

A commercial ytterbium-doped fiber laser having a pulse
length <400 fs (Satsuma, Amplitude Systèmes) was used to re-
alize the holder. The lasing wavelength of 1030 nm was fre-
quency doubled to 515 nm using a second harmonic genera-
tion module (Satsuma, Amplitude Systèmes) and the polariza-
tion was converted to circular polarization by inserting a quar-
ter waveplate in the beam path. The pulse repetition rate was
set to 500 kHz and the circularly polarized beam was focused
into a high purity, nominally 500 µm thick fused silica substrate
(supplier: Siegert Wafer) using a 0.55 NA aspheric lens (New-
port 5722-A-H). The glass substrate was placed on a motorized
XY stage allowing transverse writing while the aspheric lens
was mounted on a vertical translation stage to control focusing
depth.

The cone was realized by writing a series of concentric cir-
cles with increasing diameter from bottom to top. At each z-
position, 3 concentric circles were written (translation speed:
1 mm/s, pulse energy 200 nJ) with a lateral line-to-line pitch of
2 µm. Then, the aspheric lens was moved 2 µm up and simi-
larly, each time 3 concentric circles (with increased diameter)
were written. The procedure was repeated until the top surface
of the glass was reached and the diameters of the circles at the
different z-positions were defined so that the desired 45° slope
angle was obtained. The cylindrical cavity at the bottom, was
defined by moving the laser spot in a spiraling path from bottom
to top (spiral diameter 150 µm, in-plane writing speed 1 mm/s,
vertical translation speed: 0.002 mm/s).

After laser exposure, the glass was submerged in a 30 %
KOH solution heated at 85°C and continuously mixed with a
magnetic stirrer. The total etching time was 8 h. For inspec-
tion of the realized structures after etching, cross-sections were
made using a wafer dicer equipped with a diamond coated blade
and inspected using a microscope.

2.6. Proof-of-concept sensor demonstration
After optimizing the holder fabrication process, functional

sensor assemblies were produced to prove the concept of the
ball lens optical interface to obtain very compact (diameter
<1.5 mm) PIC-based optical temperature sensor probes. The
demonstrator was realized employing a 300 µm sapphire ball
lens and to facilitate packaging, holders were fabricated accord-
ing to the laterally shifted design. After holder fabrication, first,

the ball lenses were fixed in the holders using a UV-curable
epoxy. Then, the holders were diced to the required dimen-
sions (970 µm x 970 µm). For this design, an additional spacer
was required to ensure a proper working distance between ball
lens and PIC after assembly. Therefore, a circular opening was
realized (using the FLICE technique) in a 130 µm thick fused
silica glass slide, which was glued on the holder to act as spacer.
Subsequently, the holder assembly was precisely aligned above
and glued to a single mode fiber (SMF-28 housed in a 1.25 mm
diameter ceramic ferrule) at the lateral coordinates dictated by
the design. Finally, the PIC (size: 970 µm x 970 µm, 725 µm
thickness) was aligned above the fiber+holder assembly using
a precision gripper mounted on a translation stage. The ini-
tial alignment was performed based on the component outlines,
and final alignment was achieved by actively monitoring the re-
flected sensor signal using the same circulator-based setup as
described above. Once aligned, small drops of epoxy were ap-
plied at the holder-PIC interface from the sides, and cured using
UV light. Note that for the proof-of-concept demonstration, a
different PIC with a different phase shifted Bragg grating sen-
sor (i.e. with a 324 nm pitch) was used than the one for the
above-mentioned experiments.

The sensor functionality and sensitivity was tested by sub-
jecting it to temperatures between 15°C and 60°C in steps of
5°C using a climate chamber (Vötsch VTS 7040-15). To this
end, the complete assembled sensor was placed in the center
of the chamber. The optical fiber was led out of the chamber
through a dedicated opening, and connected to an FBG-scan
608 Bragg grating interrogator located outside the testing cham-
ber. As a reference, a type K thermocouple sensor was placed
in the chamber next to the sensor under test and it was read out
using a Pico USB TC-08 controller (also located outside the
chamber). Each time the temperate was stabilized, the thermo-
couple was read out and 5 identical Bragg grating spectra were
obtained from the interrogator. For each individual recording,
the dip in the spectrum was fitted to a Lorentzian function from
which the Bragg wavelength was obtained as the wavelength
at minimum intensity. For each temperature, the Bragg wave-
length averaged over 5 fitted spectra was plotted as a function
of recorded thermocouple values.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Evaluation of the ball lens coupling efficiency
Figure 4 plots the fiber-to-fiber coupling efficiencies of the

reference configuration (black curve) together with 3 configu-
rations in which one of the fibers was replaced by a ball lens
interface coupling to the grating from the back side. Note that
the typical phase shifted Bragg grating sensor signature is visi-
ble in the transmission spectra around 1536 nm wavelength. If
the propagation loss in the 0.5 mm long waveguide section is
neglected, a -5 dB peak coupling efficiency per grating coupler
was obtained for top side coupling with bare fibers (reference).
Although this is slightly lower than specified for this type of
grating coupler (i.e. -4.3 dB), this value will only be used as
a reference to evaluate ball lens interface performance in the
current paper.
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Figure 4: Fiber-to-fiber coupling efficiency spectra for the reference configura-
tion (both TE grating couplers interfaced from the top side using cleaved fibers)
and 3 different ball lens configurations (1 grating coupler interfaced with a ball
lens from the back side). The environmental temperature was kept fixed at 22°C
and coupling angle was set to 12.5° for all configurations.

When the second fiber is replaced by the in-line sapphire ball
lens interface for coupling from the back side, the peak cou-
pling efficiency drops 1.4 dB (blue curve). For the laterally
shifted sapphire and LASF-35 based ball lens interface, the ob-
tained peak coupling efficiency is respectively 2 dB and 2.2 dB
lower than the reference. The decrease in coupling efficiency
can be explained by taking into account the coupling efficiency
of the ball lens interface is not 100% and by the fact that the
grating couplers are less efficient for coupling from the back
side. The efficiency of grating couplers for interfacing from the
back side can further be improved by applying a metal mirror
on top of the grating coupler, as we previously demonstrated for
grating couplers operating around 1310 nm wavelength [21].

When comparing the coupling efficiencies of the different
ball lens interfaces, modest differences were found, which can-
not be explained by the difference in theoretical coupling effi-
ciency, being almost the same for the three tested interfaces (cfr.
Table 1). Therefore, we assume that the observed differences
are caused by positioning inaccuracies of the ball lens with re-
spect to the fiber during the fabrication of the ball lens interfaces
and by measurement inaccuracies. Nevertheless, for all tested
ball lens configurations, a very limited additional loss was mea-
sured when interfacing one of the grating couplers from the
bottom side, even without optimizing the grating couplers for
back side directionality. Furthermore, if we extract the 2 dB
bandwidth of the fiber-to-fiber spectra (which corresponds to
the 1 dB bandwidth of a single grating coupler) shown in Fig-
ure 4 (i.e. a 2 dB bandwidth of 33 nm for the reference con-
figuration, 32 nm for the in-line sapphire ball lens interface and
31 nm for both shifted ball lens interfaces), there is merely a
significant difference.
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Figure 5: Reflection spectra of the 326 nm pitch phase shifted Bragg grating
temperature sensor recorded at 22°C using 3 different ball lens interfaces from
the back side (coupling angle 15°) and using a bare fiber with index matching
liquid from the top side (reference, coupling angle 10.3°).

3.2. Evaluation of the Bragg grating sensor elements

As can be seen in Figure 4, at 22°C, the Bragg wavelength
(λB = 1536 nm) of the 326 nm pitch sensor does not coin-
cide with the wavelength resulting in peak grating coupling
efficiency. Therefore, the coupling angle at which the ball
lens interfaces the grating coupler from the back side was in-
creased from 12.5° to 15° to blue-shift the grating coupler spec-
tra and thus to maximize Bragg grating reflectivity. It was ver-
ified that this increase in coupling angle did not yield a sig-
nificantly lower grating coupler peak coupling efficiency. Fig-
ure 5 plots the reflection spectra for the reference configura-
tion (black curve) and 3 ball lens configurations. For the ref-
erence measurement from the top side using a bare fiber, index
matching liquid was used to avoid parasitic reflections, as ex-
plained above. Because of the higher refractive index of this
liquid (i.e. 1.45) compared to air, the fiber coupling angle was
set to 15°/1.45=10.3° to maintain the same coupling conditions.
A peak reflectivity of nearly -10 dB was obtained, similarly to
what was obtained in transmission (Figure 4). When reading
out the Bragg grating sensor with a ball lens, the grating cou-
pler is interfaced 2 times from the back side, so that no direct
comparison can be made with the recorded transmission spec-
tra since in that case one of the grating couplers was interfaced
from the top side. However, when taking into account the ad-
ditional loss for a back side interfaced grating coupler, the ob-
tained peak reflectivity values follow the same trend as shown in
Figure 4. The envelope 3-dB bandwidth of the reflection spec-
trum was found to be approximately 5.5 nm, which is much
smaller than simulated likely caused by smaller grating corru-
gation width and smoother corners of the grating sections due
to limited fabrication resolution, resulting in a reduce coupling
coefficient and hence bandwidth. The difference between peak
grating reflectivity and the reflectivity of the first side lobe was
found to be 7 dB, which is very close to the simulated value
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Figure 6: Reflection spectrum of the 326 nm pitch phase shifted Bragg grating
temperature sensor recorded at 22°C using the in-line sapphire ball lens inter-
face from the back side (coupling angle 15°).

(i.e. 7.9 dB). This can be seen in Figure 6 showing the reflec-
tion spectrum of the sapphire in-line ball lens interface over a
wider wavelength range.

3.3. Fabricated holders

Figure 7 shows ball lens holders after the laser inscription
and etching process. Figure 7a shows a microscopic view on
a cross-sectioned holder revealing that the slope of the conical
holder was close to 45°, as intended. By translating the cone
in the thickness direction of the glass during the optimization
process, the target separation between ball lens and fiber was
achieved. This was experimentally verified by writing the 3D
design with different vertical offsets (Figure 7b) and selecting
the focusing conditions yielding the target design. Figure 7c
shows a holder with a glued ball lens after dicing it to the correct
dimensions for assembly (970 µm x 970 µm)

3.4. Proof-of-concept sensor demonstration

The process of assembling the sensor probe is illustrated in
Figure 8. Figure 8(a) shows the setup used for holding the PIC
using a precision gripper to allow aligning it above the fiber
ferrule with glued holder and ball lens. Figure 8(b) reveals the
individual sub-components, i.e. holder, ball lens, spacer and
PIC, after aligning the PIC above the holder but before bring-
ing both components in contact. Finally, Figure 8(c) shows the
fully-assembled sensor probe obtained after the aligning and
gluing process.

The results of the sensor characterization process are shown
in Figure 9 and 10. From Figure 9, it can be seen that the
sensor reflection spectra clearly shift to longer wavelengths for
increasing temperature. The quality of the signals is slightly
worse compared to those presented earlier (see e.g. Figure 5)
because the SLED source used inside the interrogator had a rel-
atively low power and was depolarized, i.e. the TE/TM po-
larization ratio was approximately 50% (to avoid the need of

485 µm155 µm

44.8°

572 µm

(b) (c)

(a)

500 µm 500 µm

Figure 7: Fabricated ball lens holders in fused silica: (a) Microscopic view on a
ball lens holder after cross-sectioning through the centerline; (b) Macroscopic
view (after cross-sectioning) on 3 fabricated holder test structures fabricated
at different z-coordinates; (c) Macroscopic view on a 300 µm ball lens glued
inside a holder.

a polarization controller). Nevertheless, the dip (i.e. at the
Bragg wavelength) in the reflection spectrum of the phase-
shifted Bragg grating can easily be discerned and when plot-
ting the fitted Bragg wavelength as a function of temperature,
the sensor transfer function is obtained (see Figure 10). When
fitting a linear function through the measured data, a sensitivity
of 73 pm/° C was found, which was very close to the simu-
lated sensitivity (i.e. 70 pm/° C) for Bragg gratings in the cur-
rent technology [22]. Because a Bragg grating sensor with a
different pitch (i.e. 324 nm) and from a different position on
the wafer was used for this experiment compared to the one
used for the above, the Bragg wavelength at room temperature
was different. Klimov et al. have demonstrated a sensitivity of
82 pm/° C (5°C–160°C) for an unpackaged PIC with regular
(non phase-shifted) silicon waveguide Bragg grating tempera-
ture sensors for a Bragg wavelength around 1540nm. This is
very close to the value we obtained which can be understood
because the same materials and similar waveguide dimensions
were used. However, if we compare the achieved temperature
sensitivity with that of silica fiber Bragg gratings at a similar
Bragg wavelength, i.e. approximately 13 pm/° C [16], we ob-
tained a more than 5 times larger value owing to the much larger
thermo-optic coefficient of silicon compared to silica [27].”

4. Conclusions

We demonstrated that using a 300 µm ball lens, it is pos-
sible to efficiently interface a silicon photonics grating cou-
pler with a single mode fiber from the back side, through the
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Figure 8: (a) Macroscopic view on the setup used to assemble the sensor PIC
on the ferrule; (b) Microscopic view on the sub-components illustrating the
300 µm ball lens glued inside the fused silica holder and the sensor PIC aligned
above it; (c) Macroscopic view on the sensor assembly after the gluing process.

thick silicon substrate. The concept was demonstrated employ-
ing straight waveguide test structures with TE grating couplers
designed for operation around 1550 nm and fabricated using
the imec Passives+ MPW service (ISIPP50G). After the stan-
dard PIC fabrication process, the only required post-processing
steps were polishing of the silicon substrate back side and the
application of an anti-reflection coating. Different ball lens con-
figurations were tested employing sapphire and LASF-35 ball
lenses, and the measured decrease in peak coupling efficiency
when interfacing with a ball lens through the substrate, com-
pared to standard coupling from the top side with a bare fiber
ranged between 1.4 and 2.2 dB, without significant decrease in
bandwidth. Such a back side interface is very useful for sens-
ing applications since the top side of the PIC remains accessi-
ble and since it allows packaging the PIC into a very compact
sensor probe. This capability was demonstrated by realizing
a phase shifted Bragg grating based temperature sensor probe
with an overall diameter less than 1.5 mm. Therefore, precision
holders were realized in fused silica glass using a femtosecond
laser direct-write technology which allowed to accurately posi-
tion the ball lens with respect to the interfacing fiber and PIC.
After verifying that Bragg grating sensor reflection spectra can
be read out using the developed ball lens interface from the back
side, a test assembly was made by gluing the holder with ball
lens on top of a ferrule and then gluing the sensor PIC on top
of the holder. Upon subjecting the sensor probe to increasing
temperature, a red shifting of the reflection spectrum was ob-
served as expected. Within the tested range between 15°C and
60°C a, shift in Bragg wavelength of 73 pm/°C was found. Al-
though demonstrated for a temperature sensor probe, we expect
that this packaging approach may benefit many other silicon
photonics applications.
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Figure 9: Sensor reflection spectra at 15, 30, 45, 60 ° C for a phase shifted
Bragg grating with pitch 324 nm. The different spectra were deliberately offset
in the vertical direction for clarity. The extracted Bragg wavelength (in nm) is
indicated next to the dip in each spectrum.
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